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BUY NOTHING DAY 2011 instead of Black Friday
This is not entirely late because the orgy of consuming continues from the Friday after Thanksgiving over the weekend. Contact me if you will be the compiler of this Newsletter 2012. You won’t be sorry to be in touch with the innovative AdBusters in Vancouver. Create an event here in Fayetteville.

Buy Nothing Day + Buy Nothing Christmas #OCCUPYXMAS ...
www.adbusters.org/campaigns/bndCached - Similar
Lets’ use the coming 20th annual Buy Nothing Day to launch an all-out offensive to unseat the corporate kings on the ... Adbusters #93: The Big Ideas of 2011 ...
1. Buy Nothing Day - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buy_Nothing_DayCached - Similar
Buy Nothing Day (BND) is an international day of protest against ... American Thanksgiving in North America and the following day internationally, in 2011 the ... Activities - Criticism - See also - References
2. Buy Nothing Day 2011 - From the creators of occupy : Anarchism
www.reddit.com/.../buy_nothing_day_2011_from_the_creators_of_.Cached
1 day ago – Buy Nothing Day 2011 - From the creators of occupy (forgetthebox.net). submitted 9 hours ago by park666 · 7 comments; sharecancel. loading. ...
MassLive.com
1. Will Occupy Black Friday Build on Buy Nothing Day?
brandchannel.com - 23 hours ago
"Buy Nothing Day 2011" is still being promoted by AdBusters, the Canadian organization credited with (at least co-) launching the Occupy Wall Street ...
1509 related articles
2. The Ad Man Behind Occupy Wall Street, and 'Buy Nothing Day'
New York Times (blog) - 79 related articles
3. Black Friday is Buy Nothing Day
Lawrence Journal World (blog) - 1483 related articles
www.buynothingday.co.uk/Cached - Similar
Buy Nothing Day is a global holiday from consumerism - Spend a Day Without Spending!
5. **Buy Nothing Day - Frequently Asked Questions**
www.buynothingday.co.uk/faq.htmlCached - Similar
What is Buy Nothing Day all about? Buy Nothing Day (November 26th 2011 UK), is a simple idea, which challenges consumer culture by asking us to switch off ...

greenreview.blogspot.com/2011/11/buy-nothing-day-2011.htmlCached
Friday, November 25, 2011 is By Nothing Day and, maybe, we should just do that ; buy nothing instead of all running to the stores and buy, buy, buy. nothingbutton ...

7. **The Ad Man Behind Occupy Wall Street, and 'Buy Nothing Day'**
23 hours ago – The man behind Occupy Wall Street, and Buy Nothing Day.

8. **Buy Nothing Day 2011 offers a chance to kick back and relax ...**
transitionvoice.com/2011/11/embracing-buy-nothing-day/Cached
2 days ago – It's the day after Thanksgiving. Life is good and maybe you're off work. So try Buy Nothing Day this year. It's a great way to step away from ...

9. **It's Buy Nothing Day: #OCCUPYXMAS | Care2 Causes**
www.care2.com/causes/its-buy-nothing-day-occupyxma.html
It's Buy Nothing Day: #OCCUPYXMAS. by Kristina Chew; November 25, 2011; 11 :11 am. 51 comments It's Buy Nothing Day: #OCCUPYXMAS. Facebook; Tweet ...

10. **Buy Nothing Day 2011 Día De No Comprar Nada Rhode Island**
www.greens.org/ri/bnd.htmlCached - Similar
Rhode Island's Annual Buy Nothing Day on the Friday after Thanksgiving allows you to donate a coat or to pick one up if you need it.
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2. **END BUY NOTHING DAY 2011 NEWSLETTER**